
Max Working Pressure: 700 Bar;

Three-arm union, self-centering, easy to use;

Claws of pullers are forged of high-strengthen alloy steel;

Both mechanical and hydraulic puller are variable. Tonnage range: 7ton-60ton.

Two-arm and three-arm can be exchanged. Tonnage 

range: 5ton - 25ton;

Claws are forged of high-strength alloy steel;

Puller sets include hand pump, hydraulic hose, pressure 

gauge,gauge adaptor.

Mechanical/Hydraulic Self-centering Puller

Three-arm Hydraulic Puller



Separated hydraulic gear puller;

In case of different situations, it can choose to be driven by hand pump, 

pneumatic pump or electric pump. Thus it is time saving, labor saving and 

Adopt the design of high tension steel wire springs to get long life and 

quick retract;

The surface is well electroplated to resist rust and abrasion;

The claw are made of one piece of solid steel. Life span is ensured;

Provided with safety net for models of big capacity.

Separated Hydraulic Puller

Mechanical/ Hydraulic Gear Pusher
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Built-in safety valve avoids overloading;

Available in 2 and 3 jaws design;

Pump and hose are not necessary;

The quick nut can adjust the operating distance so as to save time and 

effort;

The central saddle rod can retract quickly.

The jaw hook and hook shelf are made of forged alloy steel with high 

strength and it can be used durably all through its life;

10,12,20,25 and 30 ton for your option;

The unique inner relief safety valve can prolong the life of  the cylinder.

Integral Pulling Tool

Extra Style



Integrated Screw Hydraulic Puller 

Integrated Orthogonal Claw Hydraulic Puller

Integrated Chuck Orthogonal Claw Hydraulic Puller Set



safe Puller;

High quality, forged steel components provide 

superior reliability and service.

Hydraulic Puller Set

Grip Puller Set



Hydraulic Puller Set

Crossing bearing puller set

High quality, forged steel components provide superior reliability 

and service;

Full set includes: hollow cylinder, hand pump, hydraulic hose, 

pressure gauge and gauge adaptor.



Supplier with a full hydraulic set including pump, hose, cylinder, gauge, gauge adaptor and wooden case;

All master puller sets include a Grip Puller, a Cross Bearing Puller, a Bearing Cup Puller and Bearing Puller 

Attachment;

High quality, forged steel components provide superior reliability and service;

Sets include speed crank and adjusting screw for fast contact to work before hydraulic pressure are applied.

Hydraulic Puller Set

Master Puller Set



Operated by only one person;

Double acting cylinder, quick hydraulic retract;

Both two claws and three claws are available. Vertical direction can be adjusted freely;

Hard alloy steel material, strong and durable;

Being placed on a trolley, easily moved to everywhere at site;

Adjust its spread by hydraulic pressure.

Hydraulic Trolley Puller

Designed to dissemble gears, bearings and other large equipment, it has following 

advantages:


